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Request for Quotation (RFQ)                                    

For:  Europe Beyond Access - Study A (Job Creation) and Study B (National Impact) 

reports 

Date:  24 February 2020    

1 Overview of the British Council 

1.1  The British Council is the UK’s international organisation for cultural relations and educational 

opportunities. We create friendly knowledge and understanding between the people of the UK and other 

countries. We do this by making a positive contribution to the UK and the countries we work with – 

changing lives by creating opportunities, building connections and engendering trust. 

1.2 We work with over 100 countries across the world in the fields of arts and culture, English 

language, education and civil society. Each year we reach over 20 million people face-to-face and more 

than 500 million people online, via broadcasts and publications. Founded in 1934, we are a UK charity 

governed by Royal Charter and a UK public body 

1.3  The British Council employs over 10,500 staff worldwide. It has its headquarters in the UK, with 

offices in London, Manchester, Belfast, Cardiff and Edinburgh. Further information can be viewed at 

www.britishcouncil.org.   

1.4  Through our work in Arts we find new ways of connecting with and understanding each other to 

develop stronger creative sectors around the world. Our expert team in the UK and around the world works 

to five broad aims: to share UK arts with the world; to foster collaborations and networks; to build capacity 

in creative sectors; to foster social change; and to support the shaping of policy and research. This cultural 

exchange helps create modern and vibrant creative sectors, building connections, trust and opportunity. It 

can also help to bring together divided communities and people affected by conflict. 

1.5  Arts & Disability is one of our four key programme areas within the British Council’s Arts strategy in 

the European Union Region. Through enabling and encouraging greater international cooperation and 

knowledge, our programme celebrates a unique generation of world class European Deaf and disabled 

artists, and supports organisations to share best practice in increasing access to the arts for disabled 

audiences and disabled artists. We do this work because we believe that Deaf and disabled artists are 

making some of the most innovative and remarkable work today, and that creative diversity is one of the 

artistic opportunities of our time. 

http://www.britishcouncil.org/
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2 Introduction and Specification 

 

2.1  Europe Beyond Access 

Europe Beyond Access is a new major European partnership. The British Council is the lead partner, and 

the project has been awarded co-financing from the Creative Europe programme of the European 

Commission. It is a 4-year €4m project, of which half will be co-funded through the European Commission 

and half to be funded by the project partners. The Project started in September 2018 and will run until 

August 2022.  

 

The core partners of the project are British Council (UK), Onassis Cultural Centre  (Greece);  Holland 

Dance Festival  (The Netherlands), Kampnagel (Germany); Per.Art (Serbia), Skånes Dansteater 

(Sweden),  Oriente Occidente (Italy). The British Council’s artistic programme will be delivered in Poland. 

 

Europe Beyond Access will support disabled artists to break the glass ceilings of the contemporary theatre 

& dance sectors: to internationalise their artistic innovations and their careers; to develop a network of 

leading mainstream organisations with a commitment to present and commission at the highest level; to 

build European audiences interested in high-quality innovative work by Europe’s disabled artists; and to 

develop tools and understanding in the wider performing arts market. Europe Beyond Access will work 

directly with some of the most important cultural bodies and government agencies in Europe, while 

partners will establish a network committed to commissioning and promoting disabled artists. 

 

Fourteen commissions of high-quality works by disabled artists and disability-led companies will  be 

produced and toured alongside 20 residencies between artists from different countries, and 5 international 

artistic laboratories. 21 festivals of excellent and innovative work from across Europe will be presented 

during the project.  

 

Partners will work with local and national performing arts organisations, existing festivals and sector 

associations to develop capacity building events, and each partner has committed to achieving a 30 per 

cent increase of its own disabled audience by the end of the project. 

An online database of disabled artists with self-managed online profiles will involve an initial group of 40 

disabled artists, which will be developed into a resource for the whole European sector.  

A training programme for disabled and mainstream audiences will involve over 900 cultural professionals 

from across Europe, and digital toolkits sharing best practice will be distributed in seven languages to 

5,600 artists and cultural professionals across Europe. 

• Over 900 artists involved directly in the project – among them many from the UK 

• Audiences of over 70,000 will be exposed to innovative work by disabled artists  

• Thousands more to benefit from festivals, showcases and online platforms designed to promote 

mainstream commissioning and programming of disabled artists 

https://www.britishcouncil.org/
http://www.sgt.gr/eng/SPG1/
https://www.holland-dance.com/en/
https://www.holland-dance.com/en/
http://www.kampnagel.de/
https://www.facebook.com/PerArt-132080216888687/
https://www.skanesdansteater.se/en
https://www.orienteoccidente.it/
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• Almost 7,000 cultural professionals and 330 organisations engaging with high-quality disability-led 

work 

• Capacity Building and professional development to accompany artistic experimentation and trans-

national cooperation.  

• Long-term impact to transform national policies and the European cultural sector to remove 

discrimination towards disabled artists and audiences 

• €2m funding approved from the Creative Europe programme of the European Commission, 

matching the €2m committed by the project partners.  

Full Project Details can be found www.disabilityartsinternational.org/company/creativeeurope-

announcement    and http://www.disabilityartsinternational.org/Europe-Beyond-Access  

 

2.1  The British Council would like to request a quotation for two Studies (Studies A and B) 

for the EBA (Europe Beyond Access) Project: 

A. Job Creation for disabled artists as an outcome of Europe Beyond Access 

B. Detailed national impact studies for Europe Beyond Access in 3 project countries: Poland, 

Sweden and Italy. 

2.2 Evaluation overview of the Europe Beyond Access (EBA) Project  

For the British Council, EBA represents its biggest investment in a single arts project in the European 

Union Region. For Creative Europe, the project represents single largest investment in a dedicated 

programme to support the disability arts sector. For the many project partners, EBA represents a 

significant investment of time and money in a hitherto under-resourced sector.  

 

The British Council is taking overall responsibility for developing and delivering a holistic evaluation 

plan.  

 

This Request for Quotations for Study A and B relates to items 2 and 3 in the Evaluation Plan below: 

 

Evaluation Plan for EBA  

 

1. Technical Report 

Reason for Report: Funding Requirement 

Aimed at: European Union Directorate General for Education and Culture (DGEAC); and European 

Commission Executive Agency Education, Audiovisual and Culture (EACEA) 

Focus of report: Participant Statistics, project activities, audience reach, digital reach, organisational reach 

Contributors: All partners through the 6-monthly Technical Report form  

Coordinator: British Council EBA Project Coordinator 

 

2. Project’s influence on job creation for disabled artists 

Reason for Report: Support future disability-focussed initiatives at national and international scale 

Aimed at: Regional & National Funders & Governments, European Commission, Foundations & Private 

Sponsors, and intermediary organisations. 

Focus of report: Opportunities / jobs for artists that have been enabled by the project but not directly 

funded by the project. Ie new bookings, touring dates, residency invitations,  

Contributors:  

- Mid-project artist questionnaire & end project artist questionnaire.  

- End-project artist interviews by author 

- Case Studies of specific artists 

- Partner asked to submit what they have knowledge of 

- Other elements  

http://www.disabilityartsinternational.org/company/creativeeurope-announcement
http://www.disabilityartsinternational.org/company/creativeeurope-announcement
http://www.disabilityartsinternational.org/Europe-Beyond-Access
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Coordinator: External author (same author as National Sector report, below)  

To be attached to Technical Report, but published in its own right.  

 

3. Impact on a national sector 

Reason for Report: Show how a major project and investment can change national sector for artists, 

cultural workers, audiences, & policymakers / funders  

Aimed at: Regional & National Funders & Governments, European Commission, Foundations & Private 

Sponsors, and intermediary organisations 

Focus of report: Examining the whole interconnected picture in 3 of the Project countries: Poland, Sweden  

and Italy  

Contributors:  

- Data from Technical Report & Job Creation report 

- In-depth Evaluator conversations with country artists 

- In-depth Evaluator conversations with country arts professionals 

- In-depth Evaluator conversations with country partner 

- In-depth Evaluator conversations with local/regional/national government 

- On-the-ground observation of project activity.  

- In-depth audience survey and audience data evaluation 

Coordinator: External author (same as author as Job Creation report, above) with support from British 

Council Project team, Partner Project Managers / Artistic Leads / Audience Development Leads   

To be attached to Technical Report, but published in its own right.  

 

4. 2x reports Evaluating barriers to the international mobility of disabled artists: exploring the 

knowledge base, engagement and perceptions of disabled artists by wider European Arts 

Professionals 

 

Reason for Reports: 

- No data exists regarding the engagement (or lack thereof) of European cultural professionals in the 

work of disabled artists. Nor does data exist about the knowledge basis around access provision to 

support those artists or disabled audiences.  

- We feel that evidence of absence of knowledge builds the case for remedies at the national, 

international, and European level.  

- Need baseline and end-of-project data.  

Aimed at: 

- Cultural policymakers, cultural education institutions arts funders, individual arts professionals.  

Focus of report: Understanding scale of problem across Europe and articulating this through evidence of 

demand for information.  

Contributors: 

- Major survey(s) promoted by Dissemination Affiliates – IETM, ONDA, Acesso Cultura, and others 

- Promoted by EACEA 

- Promoted by British Council office across Europe.  

Coordinator: External Author.  

To be attached to Technical Report, but published in its own right.  

Example of something  similar: https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/publication/making-a-shift 

 

Report 1 to be approximately 2/3 of the project work -  researched and published in 2020. This report to 

clearly demonstrate level of knowledge in current sector, and level of demand for more knowledge.  

 

Report 2 to be subsequently researched, and published in 2022, to show evidence in increased awareness 

of work of disabled artists, increased awareness of skills gap, plus to evaluate ways in which EBA has 

impacted on key target groups.  

 

https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/publication/making-a-shift
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The two studies subject to this Request for Quotations are: 

A: Job Creation for disabled artists as an outcome of Europe Beyond Access 

B: Detailed national impact studies for Europe Beyond Access in 3 project countries: Poland, 

Sweden and Italy. 

 

A. Job Creation for disabled artists as an outcome of Europe Beyond Access  

The aim of this study is to show how a dedicated financial investment in this unique transnational 

partnership has the capacity to affect long-term change in the employment opportunities of project artists. 

In order to reduce barriers encountered by disabled artists, costs can be higher. The purpose of this report 

is to show the long-term impact on artists careers as a result of additional investment and collaborative 

activity. 

With this report we are seeking to establish the financial impact of the programme beyond the project core 

activities. So following the introductions made, exchange visits organised, new works commissioned, what 

are the onward financial impacts for the artists and arts professionals involved. I.e 

- How many onward opportunities have been created? 

- What is the financial value of those onward opportunities. (How much in artist fees was generated).  

- What have the changes been on the careers of the involved artists 

 

  

B. National Impact Studies 

Europe Beyond Access has a stated ambition to transform the cultural sector across Europe. The aim of 

the project goes far beyond individual project activities or artistic trajectories. Partners will be working with 

local and regional authorities, national ministries of culture, leading arts networks and national 

representative bodies, and influencing critics and audience engagement with the work of disabled artists.  

To better articulate the impact of a major project such as Europe Beyond Access, the National Impact 

Studies report will focus on the impact of EBA across a whole country’s cultural infrastructure – exploring 

the various ways project activity influences directly and indirectly.  

The chosen countries of focus are Poland, Sweden and Italy: representing a geographic, social and 

cultural diversity.  

- What is the impact on the disabled arts sector, and opportunities for artists 

- What is the impact on the wider arts sector.  

- Has EBA impacted within the national cultural scene 

- How have key stakeholders viewed EBA – Ministries of Culture, Arts Councils, National, Regional, 

Local Government.  

- What  

 

 

2.2  Research Proposal  

For each of the two reports suppliers are asked to propose an appropriate research design and 

methodology to answer the research questions set out below. Suppliers are also asked to set out the 
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potential limitations of such research and how these will be overcome. The research proposal should 

include a clear research matrix (to be further refined in discussion with the project team), showing how 

each of the questions below will be addressed, including key data sources and research methods. A 

research report for A) Job Creation and B) National Impact Studies will be produced following the research 

design and methodology outlined in the proposal.  

It is clear that the two reports are related and that some data will be relevant for both reports. However, 

suppliers are reminded that the two reports will be published separately, and should stand alone as pieces 

of research.  

2.2.1  Study A - Job Creation for disabled artists as an outcome of Europe Beyond Access 

The aim of this study is to show how a unique financial investment in this exceptional transnational 

partnership has the capacity to affect long-term change in the employment opportunities of project artists. 

In order to reduce barriers encountered by disabled artists, costs can be higher. The purpose of this report 

is to show the long-term impact on artists careers as a result of additional investment and collaborative 

activity.  

It is anticipated that the research will explore the breadth of impact (number of impacted artists, number of 

employment opportunities created, geographic spread of impact), along with depth of impact on individual 

artists. As such it is anticipated that the research will involve digital questionnaires and data collection, 

along with in-depth interviews of individual artists.  

Potential Contributors:  

- Mid-project artist questionnaire & end project artist questionnaire.  

- Artist interviews. (Online, Phone, Skype and face to face)  

- Case Studies of specific artists 

- Project Partner surveys / interviews.  

- Other elements 

  

The research proposal for Study A (Job Creation) should cover how the following questions will be 

answered in the published study: 

1.  Has the Europe Beyond Access (EBA) project impacted on the careers and professional opportunities 

of disabled artists across Europe, beyond the immediate project activities? 

2. Is there financial value to the opportunities created through the project; and if so, what is the financial 

value of these? 

3. How many days of paid employment for disabled artists has the EBA project facilitated? 

4. Over and above financial impact, what other kinds of impact has the project had on the careers of 

disabled artists.? 

5. Is there unique value to the project being international in nature? What is the added value to this project 

of working transnationally? 

Statistical Aims of the project we would also like this report to evaluate: 

• 75% of disabled artists in project increasing international collaborations or working with international 

artists for first time 

• 90% of artists in project identifying more international artists as part of their peer group 

• 75% of artists in project changed perspectives on their own artistic aims and work as a result of 

participation in EBA 
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• 50% of the work of disabled artists in the project experimenting in new directions, as assessed by Artist 

Enrichment Panel 

• 50% of disabled artists surveyed finding inspiration through the Digital Exchange Programme 

• 50% of disabled artists finding out about additional opportunities for creative development through 

disabilityartsinternational.org 

• 90% of disabled artists involved in the project having made new contacts which are useful for their 

careers 

2.2.2 Study B  - National Impact Studies 

Europe Beyond Access has a stated ambition to transform the cultural sector across Europe. The aim of 

the project goes far beyond individual project activities or artist professional trajectories. Partners will be 

working with local and regional authorities, national ministries of culture, leading arts networks and national 

representative bodies, and influencing critics and audience engagement with the work of disabled artists.  

To better articulate the impact of a major project such as Europe Beyond Access, the National Impact 

Studies report will focus on the impact of EBA across a whole country’s cultural infrastructure – exploring 

the various ways project activity influences directly and indirectly.  

The chosen countries of focus are Poland, Sweden and Italy: representing a geographic, social and 

cultural diversity.  

It is anticipated that the research will outline the various ways in which the EBA project had lasting impact 

in the specific focus countries. The research will outline the different ways artists, arts professionals, arts 

organisations, local and national art networks, NGOs, local, regional and national bodies are all influenced 

by the project. It is anticipated that the research will develop a methodology to group impacted 

organisations / bodies, and a way to characterise the type and level of influence achieved.  

Potential Contributors:  

- Data from Project Technical Report & Job Creation report 

- In-depth Evaluator conversations with country artists 

- In-depth Evaluator conversations with country arts professionals 

- In-depth Evaluator conversations with country partner organisations  

- In-depth Evaluator conversations with local/regional/national government 

- On-the-ground observation of project activity. We anticipate at least one evaluator trip to each of 

the countries covered by the study.  

- In-depth audience survey and audience data evaluation 

-           Contribution from British Council Project Team 

 

The research proposal for Study B (National Impact) should cover how the following questions will be 

answered in the published study  

1.  What impact has the EBA project had in the cultural sector in Poland, Italy and Sweden? (We are 

interested in statistical overviews as well as case studies and narratives.) 

2. To what extent and in which ways have the following stakeholders been impacted upon: 

- Disabled and non-disabled artists 

- Arts Professionals  

- Arts organisations 

- Arts Audiences, including disabled audiences.  

- Local, regional, national arts networks and intermediary organisations.  
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- local, regional and national arts funders and policymakers 

- Arts media 

- Higher Education sector 

- Other non-cultural associations and NGOs.  

 

3. How does the impact in the three focus countries compare? What are the areas of common impact? 

What are the variances? 

4. What appetite is there from the impacted organisations / individuals for future activity of this kind? 

2.3  Study Timetable 

Europe Beyond Access is a 4-year programme which started in September 2018, and will finish in 

August 2022. All project activity will cease by April 2022, allowing May-July 2022 to finalise and 

publish the Project Evaluations.  

It is anticipated that the successful supplier will start work during 2020 to  

a) establish an evaluation methodology 

b) agree stakeholders to be contacted to support evaluation 

c) work with project partners to agree a timetable and process for them to submit information for 

evaluation  

It is anticipated that the studies will be ongoing processes, rather than end-loaded, and that the 

evaluators will consider the securing of buy-in from stakeholders within their proposed timescales.   

2.3  The importance of Arts & Disability expertise within the Evaluation team 

Arts & Disability is an arts sector with a rich history, and a nuanced and at time provocative political 

identity. EBA delivers impact in countries with a differing Arts & Disability sectors, and the experience 

of disabled artists is coloured by the social relationship between disabled people and wider society.  

In order to rigorously evaluate both within Study A and Study B, we require the evaluation team to 

work in partnership with an individual or company with experience in Disability Arts. We welcome 

evaluation proposals which are led by Arts & Disability organisations, drawing in the expertise of 

expert evaluators. Equally, we welcome applications from Evaluation specialist organisations, working 

in partnership with experts in Arts & Disability.  

The British Council, as part of the procurement journey, is happy to inform evaluation specialist 

organisations of individuals or companies within the Arts & Disability sector who could be contacted 

as potential project partners.  

  2.4 Summary of what the response to the RFQ should contain 

Study A 

- The methodology and approach for the research that will be undertaken to answer the outlined 

questions and evaluate the statistical aims  

- Evidence of previous relevant quality of delivery of studies/research reports, and sufficient detail to 

evaluate the proposed quality of the Study A output 

Study B 
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- The methodology and approach for the research that will be undertaken to answer the outlined 

questions  

- Evidence of previous relevant quality of delivery of studies/research reports, and sufficient detail to 

evaluate the proposed quality of the Study B output 

Studies A+B 

- Your approach to ensuring the team working on the studies contains adequate knowledge and 

expertise in the area of Arts & Disability.  

- Your tentative timescale, and approach to the evaluation process between February 2020 and 

June 2022.  

The financial offer must cover all the activities mentioned for Report A and Report B. The financial 

offer must also include a breakdown of all costs, including but not limited to: 

- Staffing 

- Costs incurred in the pursuit of evidence 

- Travel costs 

- Design / Graphics / Layout of both reports.  

- Overheads 

- VAT 

The British Council anticipate that the financial offer to include all of the above, including VAT, to total 

between £25,000 and a maximum of £30,000. The breakdown and total impact on our assessment of 

the commercial criteria (see below).   

 

3  Form of proposal  

3.1 Suppliers are asked to propose an appropriate research design and methodology to answer the 

research questions set out above, also to set out the potential risks and challenges for the research 

and how these will be managed. The research should adhere to international best practice research 

standards, building on the learning from the Arts and Humanities Research Council’s Cultural Value 

project, the UK Treasury Green Book and the British Council’s Ethics Principles for Research and 

Evaluation. 

 

Provide details of:-  

• a clear matrix (to be further refined in discussion with the project team), showing how each of 

the questions will be addressed, including key data sources and methods; 

• how you will ensure quality control; 

• your approach and proposed criteria to assessing the quality of the evidence base; 

• any previous experience with EU funded programmes; 

• how you will achieve value for money; 

• your experience of researching international arts and cultural programmes;  

• give details of full cost, including a break-down of cost per phase / deliverable and the hourly 

rates and anticipated number of hours involved in conducting the project.    

 

3.2  Research Ethics: MANDATORY REQUIREMENT:  

All contracted or commissioned research organisations must have an operational policy and 

procedure for assuring ethical conduct in research practice and publication, and submit this to the 

British Council upon application as an appendix. This must be approved for the research contract to 

be awarded and reviewed prior to the research project commencing. 
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The needs of participants are a high priority, and use of participants’ data must always comply with 

the British Council’s policies, and any local governance and regulations. A culture of integrity and 

openness is central to monitoring and evaluation, and conflicts of interest should be avoided. This is 

to support our credibility and transparency in this area, and ensure that we maintain the British 

Council’s values. 

 

The Project Manager and Researchers must take measures to ensure confidentiality, privacy and 

data protection and retention during and beyond the end of the project – including in data sharing and 

linkage, and that all participants are informed if and for how long their data will be archived for. The 

British Council requires this in alignment with the European Social Research Council’s (ESRC’s) 

Research Data Policy 

 

4 Quotation Validity 

4.1 Your quotation must remain open for acceptance by the British Council for a minimum of thirty 

days from the date that it is issued to the British Council in response to this requirement.  

 

5 Payment and Invoicing  

5.1  The British Council will pay correctly addressed and undisputed invoices within 30 days of the  

Invoice Date. General requirements for an invoice for the British Council include: 

A description of the good/services supplied is included. 

The British Council reference (i.e. Purchase Order number) is included. 

It is sent electronically via email in PDF format to BC.Invoices@britishcouncil.org  

6  Instructions for Responding: Procurement Journey 

6.1  Monday 24 February 2020: RFQ issued 

6.2 Monday 16 March 2020 10am GMT:  

a) Deadline for requests for help brokering partnerships with Arts & Disability specialists  

b) Deadline for submitting clarification requests  

6.3  Monday 23 March 2020 

a) Deadline for British Council to support brokering partnerships with Arts & Disability specialists 

b) Deadline for Clarification Responses from British Council 

6.4  Wednesday 15 April (10am GMT): Deadline for Submissions of Quotations.  

6.5 Friday 24 April: Deadline for British Council to communicate decision.  

 

7  Requests and submissions 

7.1  Requests for brokering partnerships with Arts & Disability specialists, Requests for Clarification, 

and Quotation Submissions should all be sent via email to all of the three following email addresses.  

Ben.Evans@BritishCouncil.org  

Ian.Thomas@BritishCoucil.org 

mailto:BC.Invoices@britishcouncil.org
mailto:Ben.Evans@BritishCouncil.org
mailto:Ian.Thomas@BritishCoucil.org
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Sarah.Moir@BritishCouncil.org  

 

8 Award Criteria 

8.1 Responses from potential suppliers will be assessed to determine the highest quality and most 

economically advantageous tender using the following criteria and weightings. Your submission will be 

assessed entirely on your response submitted:  

Criteria Weighting  

Evaluation Methodology and Approach 30% 

Quality of similar previous evaluation reports 30% 

Quality of Disability Arts Knowledge within the 

team.  

20% 

Commercial 20% 

 

8.2 Scoring Model – Tender responses will be subject to an initial review at the start of Stage 3 of the 

evaluation process. Any tender responses not meeting mandatory requirements or constraints (if any) will 

be rejected in full at this point and will not be assessed or scored further.  Tender responses not so 

rejected will be scored by an evaluation panel appointed by the British Council for all criteria other than 

Commercial using the following scoring model: 

 

Points Interpretation 

20 

Excellent – Overall the response demonstrates that the bidder meets all areas of the 

requirement and provides all of the areas evidence requested in the level of detail 

requested.  This, therefore, is a detailed excellent response that meets all aspects of the 

requirement leaving no ambiguity as to whether the bidder can meet the requirement.  

14 

Good – Overall the response demonstrates that the bidder meets all areas of the 

requirement and provides all of the areas of evidence requested, but contains some 

trivial omissions in relation to the level of detail requested in terms of either the response 

or the evidence. This, therefore, is a good response that meets all aspects of the 

requirement with only a trivial level ambiguity due the bidders failure to provide all 

information at the level of detail requested.  

10 

Adequate – Overall the response demonstrates that the bidder meets all areas of the 

requirement, but not all of the areas of evidence requested have been provided. This, 

therefore, is an adequate response, but with some limited ambiguity as to whether the 

bidder can meet the requirement due to the bidder’s failure to provide all of the evidence 

requested. 

mailto:Sarah.Moir@BritishCouncil.org
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6 

Poor – The response does not demonstrate that the bidder meets the requirement in 

one or more areas. This, therefore, is a poor response with significant ambiguity as to 

whether the bidder can meet the requirement due to the failure by the bidder to show 

that it meets one or more areas of the requirement. 

0 
Unacceptable – The response is non-compliant with the requirements of the RFP 

and/or no response has been provided.  

 

8.3 Commercial Evaluation – Your “Overall Price” for the goods and/or services will be evaluated by 

the evaluation panel for the purposes of the commercial evaluation. Prices must not be subject to any 

pricing assumptions, qualifications or indexation not provided for explicitly by the British Council as part of 

the pricing approach. In the event that any prices are expressed as being subject to any pricing 

assumptions, qualifications or indexation not provided for by the British Council as part of the pricing 

approach, the British Council may reject the full tender response at this point. The British Council may also 

reject any tender response where the Overall Price for the goods and/or services is considered by the 

British Council to be abnormally low following the relevant processes set out under the EU procurement 

rules.  A maximum offer score of 10 will be awarded to the tender response offering the lowest “Overall 

Price”. Other tender responses will be awarded a mark by application of the following formula:  (Lowest 

Overall Price/Overall Price being evaluated) x 10 (rounded to two decimal places) = commercial score.   

8.4 Moderation and application of weightings – The evaluation panel appointed for this procurement 

will meet to agree and moderate scores for each award criteria. Final scores in terms of a percentage of 

the overall tender score will be obtained by applying the relevant weighting factors set out as part of the 

award criteria table above. The percentage scores for each award criteria will be amalgamated to give a 

percentage score out of 100.  

8.5 The winning tender response – The winning tender response shall be the tender response scoring 

the highest percentage score out of 100 when applying the above evaluation methodology.  

 

9  Intellectual Property  

9.1  The full research report, executive summary and all raw data associated with the research will 

be the intellectual property of the British Council 

 

10 Disclaimer 

10.1 By issuing this RFQ, the British Council is not bound in any way to enter into any contractual or 

other arrangement with you or any other potential supplier.  

 


